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THE GOOD STUFF
Brought to You by Step Forward in Style

Long gone are the days of leather saddle shoes. The golf shoe game is 
advancing and are now an integral part of your performance and 

style. The new Under Armour Fade RST 2 kicks are the perfect 
blend of style and comfort. The Molded US Rotational 

Resistance combines spiked and spikeless for 
superior traction on all surfaces.

$109.99

Ping Glides into New Wedges
Ping has completely revamped its wedge line 
with the new Glide 3.0 designs. They are higher 
spinning and more forgiving, and have a softer 
feel, which means they’re an upgrade over their 
predecessor. Multiple sole grinds available 
including a throwback Eye2 inspired design.
$160

Tour Edge 
Goes a Set 

Further
The Iron-

Wood 
is just one 
of the many 

achievements from 
Batavia’s Tour Edge 

Golf over the years, 
and the new HL4 line 
gives the Iron-Wood 

an extra shot of overall 
playability. A thinner 

forged face pairs with a 
heavier sole, positioning 

the weight below the 
ball for optimum launch. 

Available as a set 
(from 18-degree 2 to 

59-degree lob wedge) 
or individual clubs.

$80 steel, $90 graphite 
(per club).

Scotty Beams Us to Teryllium
It’s been 22 years since the original 
Scotty Cameron Teryllium-inserted TeI3 
hit the market and changed the putter 
game. Starting Aug. 16 you can get your 

hands on a modernized version called 
the T22. Available in Newport, 

Newport 2, and Fastback 1.5 
models, these flat sticks have 

all of the qualities you’d 
expect from a Scotty.
$599

Titleist Sees the 
Lighter Side

Titleist adds to the 
uber-popular TS line 
of drivers with a very 
non-Titleist kind of club. 
The TS1 driver is one 
thing more than others. 
Light, light, light. At only 
275 grams, this driver is 
designed for moderate 
swing speeds to enjoy 
the Titleist experience 
that faster swing speeds 
have been hogging.
$499.99

Marvel at These Volvik Balls
Just because the Avengers were in the Endgame 
that doesn’t mean they can’t assemble again on a 
course near you. Volvik takes its matte-finish, three-
piece Vivid golf balls and gives them a super spin 
with Spider-Man, Captain America, and Iron Man 
designs. Each pack includes four balls and a hat-
clip ball marker. Hurry, they’ll be gone in a snap!
$24.99

Find Yourself with this Garmin
Garmin leads the golf technology field in just 

about every category, and the new Approach 
G80 handheld shows exactly why. Garmin has 
combined a touchscreen GPS (pre-loaded with 
41,000 courses) with a data-crunching launch 

monitor to make the ultimate device. Easily take this 
device from the range to the course.

 $499.99


